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Ready, Set … Go Paddling!
We have survived another short winter and even though some folks have continued to paddle through the winter season most have had their boats stored
away. All it takes is a few nice sunny days and most folks are eager to go
paddling again. As in past years there are many postings on the news group
sharing many photos of folks paddling. Thanks to all of you who take the time
to share a few photos with us. I hope more of you will post photos of some of
your paddles as it really does encourage others to get out and paddle.
Our Saturday pool sessions have ended for this year and the Tuesday pool session will end on May 15. I would like to thank Gerard Keogh for organizing
the Tuesday session and Colin Hiscock for organizing a number of pool sessions in Gander. These events would not be possible without a commitment
from someone to organize them.
During the winter months there were a number of events and presentations.
We had a rescue clinic led by Joe Carroll. Richard Alexander led a roll clinic.
We had presentations by John Ramwell - Crossing of the North Sea, Corey
Locke – 2012 Newfoundland South Coast trip, TA Loeffler – 2012 Paddling
the Notakwanon River, Kevin Redmond – 21 Days down the Moisie River,
Richard Alexander – 3 weeks up the west coast of Greenland, Linda Bartlett –
Whitewater Kayaking in Nepal, Joe Carroll – Reasons to paddle and the Peterman Ice Island and Bill Ritchie – The Adlatok River. I would like to thank
each one of you for taking the time to prepare and present these sessions to us.
We enjoyed all of these presentations and we are all a little better informed
through your efforts.
This past winter the Central Area Chapter have been busy in spreading the
seeds of kayaking to anyone in their area. They organized a pool session for
folks of the general public in which they could see demonstrations of safe kayak procedures and rescue techniques . People who attend this session were
then given the opportunity to try a kayak while members of the club guided
them in the controlled pool environment. There were a large number of people who responded to this invitation and some even joined as club members. I
would like to thank all of those club members who helped in any way on this
project.
Our annual Retreat is just around the corner on the May 24th weekend. The
organizing committee has been hard at work planning this event for you. Our
guest this year is sea kayaker , Serge Sevard. Serge is excited about attending
the Retreat and sharing his skills and stories with us. This promises to be a
great event and should not be missed. I encourage you to register now if you
have not already done so.
Happy Paddling Craig Moores
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Judgment: The Foundation of Safety
By Doug Alderson

Guest Paddler Serge Savard

Judgment is the filter through which knowledge,
skills, and experience are translated into actions, and as
such it is enhanced by reflection.
Knowledge can be acquired through study, reading,
research, and paddling with knowledgeable partners. If
you are planning a trip to a new area, take time to research
its natural history, weather, and marine hazards. This research will reveal new avenues of investigation. Perhaps
the area is known for gap winds. Armed with this fact, you
can research gap winds, expand your knowledge of the subject, and develop appropriate skills. You can improve your
chances of success by preparing yourself intelligently.
Skills include physical abilities such as capsizerecovery and mental abilities such as planning and navigation. Skills need to be practiced on a regular basis or they
will not work well when you need them. Many of us learn
capsize-recovery skills in courses and neglect to practice
them afterward. When you need to get back into your boat,
your technique should be quick and reliable. The mental
skills of planning and navigation need regular practice to
remain sharp for the foggy or stormy day when plans have
to change. In rescue scenarios, judgment and leadership
need to be fast and effective.
Experience requires more than repetition. To gain
experience, you have to paddle in new places and with new
partners and face new challenges. If you are planning a
multi-day trip through an area of strong tidal currents, you
could take a course that includes paddling in currents or
take a couple of shorter trips in mild currents. If you don’t
have the time to prepare in this way, consider planning the
trip during a quarter moon, when currents are at their weakest. With this experience and some reflection under your
belt, you should be more skilled, more confident, and safer,
because your judgment will have expanded to include new
knowledge, skills, and experience. Exploring the boundaries of your experience is a necessary and risky part of advancing your skills.
Reflection allows you to refine your judgment and
better assess the risks and consequences for future outings.
The easiest way to reflect on your experience is to maintain
a paddler’s logbook and other written records of each trip.
In the logbook, keep track of your experiences, paying particular attention to your happy successes and your near
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misses. Without a written record, memories are incomplete, and the logbook serves as a memory aide. For a halfday outing in familiar territory, the only other written record might be a note given to someone at home, stating
where you are going and when you can be expected back.
A three-week trip along an open coast, however, can generate additional documents, including a float plan, a budget, a
menu, a dead-reckoning log, daily navigation calculations,
photography notes, and nature notes. In the evening, snug
around the camp stove making tea, you and your paddling
partners can compare the weather forecast with your logbook notes on weather systems evolving over the past several days. Routes, campsites, tidal information, times, and
distances can be confirmed or modified with reference to
logbook documents.
There are always new challenges in paddling, and
we cannot predict the consequences of our actions with
absolute accuracy. Making mistakes and suffering the consequences are part of learning. Difficulties are important
signposts to the boundary between good judgment and bad.
Your successes and your difficulties are valuable experiences for acquiring judgment and improving decision making.
At its best, good judgment leads to good seamanship. The expert sea kayaker has heightened awareness and
superior judgment, and frequently appears to make the best
decision with ease. What might appear to be a spontaneous
decision is the product of thorough but subtle observation
and partly unconscious but refined judgment. The path
from proficiency to expertise is well known and simple:
expertise is achieved by deliberate training and diligent
practice.

The foregoing is an excerpt from “Handbook of Safety &
Rescue” by Doug Alderson & Michael Pardy (McGrawHill/Ragged Mountain Press, 2003) . It is used with the
kind permission of the authours.
Doug Alderson & Michael Pardy are Senior Instructor
Trainers in sea kayaking in Paddle Canada. This is the
most advanced level in Paddle Canada and indicates a
mastery of the art & science of paddling on the ocean.
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St. Phillips Group: Get Out & Practice

serve as an excellent second step to build on skilled coaching. Paddlers of all skill levels are welcome.

By Tony Roestenberg

Location

Background

The orientation of the cove provides shelter inside the point
from the prevailing southwest winds with near calm conditions. Further out, conditions become more realistic. In a
sense, it allows people to dial up conditions they are comfortable in towards incrementally more challenging seas.

In August 2008 Graham Openshaw posted a notice on the
KNL NewsGroup. It was the beginning of Thursday evening practices at St. Philips. We continued with six more
sessions before the evenings became dark too early. Graham moved away but the next year Thursday evening sessions continued. We saw it as an opportunity for paddlers
of all skill levels to practice safely in the cove. A core
group of eight to ten regulars meets from the beginning of
April to the beginning of October.

Intent
From the outset, these sessions were not intended or implied to provide instruction. KNL highly recommends
qualified instruction as a first step to learning how to sea
kayak. These sessions, though not a KNL event, I believe,
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Editor’s Note: Greg is not only a great practitioner in the
use of the Greenland paddle, he is also a great teacher. In
the following, he provides a valuable description of the forward stroke, which differs in several important ways from
the forward stroke with a “Euro” paddle

Forward stroke Overview
The catch
Just like any paddle, you want to insert the blade quickly
and cleanly. A disadvantage of the long blades of the
Greenland paddle is that your technique at the catch needs
to be excellent. If you take too long to bury the blades then
your stroke can be over before you fully wet the blade.
To bury the blade quickly at the catch, I prefer the “spear
the salmon” technique – the same technique that is often
used for wing paddles. For a stroke on your right side, you
first want to fully rotate your body – from the base of your
seat to your shoulders, so that your right shoulder is pointing forward. This winds the spring. In this position thrust
the paddle blade laterally into the water using both arms.
You want to do this quickly. Only once you immerse the
paddle blades fully do you begin to unwind your torso.
The catch and power phase of the stroke shouldn’t make a
sound (on a calm day). Don’t worry if you get a bit of a
“plop” on the windward side if it is windy. If you get a
“plop” on a calm day, work on your catch. Also check that
the paddle tip is as “sharp” as the blade edges. I see many
people that have blade ends that appear as if someone just
chopped them off with a saw. This makes a good catch impossible. Take a plane or sandpaper and modify the blade.

drop and your left knee will rise). Think of your arms as
mere linkages and turn your body.
If you rotate your body then your paddle will start close to
your hull and will flare away from your kayak, ending
about two feet from the hull when your lower hand reaches
your hip.
During the stroke I prefer to keep my elbows pointing
downward (no chicken wings). Keep some space between
your upper arms and your torso. You don’t want your arms
jammed against your sides. I like to open my upper hand
during the stroke and pull with my lower hand in a loose
“hook” to encourage good blood flow and to ensure a very
relaxed grip.
Exit
Accelerate the paddle until it leaves the water, you don’t
slow down the stroke at the end. Remove the paddle when
your lower hand reaches your hip. Because the blades are
long, this will cause the blade to exit behind your hip. That
is OK. You should retain the forward tiling angle of the
blade during the stroke. As you lift the blade upward at the
end of the stroke, this paddle angle will lift some water but
it will also give you a nice forward boost. As you lift ensure that you keep your wrist nice and flat.

Power Phase
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Access
A couple of years ago the Harbour Authority approached
us with a demand for launch fees. We declined but have
other options to put-in. We are welcome to use the slipway April and May and after September. From June to
September the options are: pay a $50.00 annual usage fee
(or $5.00 per use) to launch from the slipway, put-in at
the beach to the left of the harbour or carry the kayak
down to the river. I find it unfortunate that the Authority
had complicated things but that should not dissuade anyone from participating. Even the $50.00 annual launch
fee only represents 5 pool sessions.

The St. Phillips group has been the most active and diligent group of paddlers in the Eastern Chapter. They are
Thermal protection
based in St. Phillips, but are reaching out to more exposed and challenging areas all the time. Hats of to the
Everyone is responsible for their own safety; this is simp- guys who get out and do it!
ly a meeting of like-minded people to practice in a supportive environment. Dry suits are strongly recommended in the early and late season.

Should you hear a scratching noise just after the catch, this
is ventilation and means that your technique needs improvement. This occurs when air is drawn into the water
and it prevents a strong stroke. To fix, use the canted blade
technique, “spear the salmon” and don’t apply power until
the blade is fully buried.

You apply power only after the blade is completely immersed. If you try to power a blade that is only partially
buried you may feel flutter/ventilation and will not develop
full power. You apply power by unwinding your torso (my
favorite stroke) or crunching your torso, like performing a
sit-up (Maligiaq Padilla’s favorite). I like to feel that the
stroke starts at the foot on the side of the stroke. Push with
this leg, and instead of pushing yourself back into the
backrest, instead, barely touch the backrest and allow your
butt to rotate in the seat (if you push with your right leg,
your left hip should move forward, your right knee will

work and meet other paddlers. Most of the people I paddle with are people I have met Thursday evenings. I
know and trust the skill levels of my paddle mates beSo, what do we practice on Thursday evenings? We work cause I have practiced with them.
on a wide range of skills. We practice self-rescues such
Be safe
as: paddle float rescue, back deck scramble on, rolling
and wet re-entry and roll. We also practice various configurations of assisted rescues. We practice various paddle strokes in either calm or choppy water depending on The forecast is not always guaranteed to be 100% accuwhat the weather gives us. We practice paddling into the rate. A beautiful, calm day of paddling can suddenly turn
wind when the wind blows. This gives a feel for the diffi- ominous with development of strong winds and wind
culties wind and waves present to the paddler and builds waves. St. Philips can help dealing with a drastic change
of conditions. Don’t let the first time you perform a resstamina for paddling in less than ideal conditions. We
practice paddling in beam, quartering and following seas. cue or other skill be when things go south. Practice beforehand so that you are prepared to act decisively and
We surf when the wind builds seas suitable for surfing.
We practice paddling among rocks. Sometimes we go for effectively when needed. You owe that to yourself and
the people you paddle with.
a short paddle towards Topsail Beach or Portugal Cove.

Activities

Elsewhere
Some paddlers, such as Greenland champion Maligiaq Padilla, prefer instead to slice the blade forward, edge first,
with the paddle exiting the water in almost a feathered orientation. Maligiaq believes this is better for stormy conditions since the blade meeting a wave will slice through it
instead of slapping it, and slowing progress.
Greg Sttamer’s 2007 visit started Greenland style paddling in Newfoundland. We are grateful for his coaching,
his encouragement and for the further contribution that
he has made to paddling in our province with this article.

Kayak Newfoundland & Labrador

I would urge those people not interested in practicing in
conditions to get together and start regular weekly pond
practices. It would also be encouraging if our St. Philips
model were copied in other areas of the province.

Networking
St. Philips also offers an opportunity for people to net-
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KNL Retreat 2012 by Gerard Keough
The time is almost upon us for our 2012 Kayak Newfoundland & Labrador Retreat . This year’s event promises to be an exciting time with something for everyone.

National Park in Quebec for “Sea Kayaking”, the first
such endeavours of its kind in La Belle Province.
From 2002- 2005 Serge worked with a group that trained
pilots in “Wilderness Survival” . He has since been called
upon by Hydro Quebec and the province’sWildlife Officers to train their employees as well.

There will be the regular day of Sea Kayak clinics at
Sandy Pond and whitewater clinics on the river. As well
there will be a couple of day paddles that people can
choose from, one of which will be lead by our guest coach
Serge has completed most major crossings in Quebec and
Serge Savard.
the Atlantic Provinces, including a 2005 crossing from
The Outfitters will work their usual magic with the
Bay St. Lawrence, Cape Breton to Port aux Basque, NL.
“Icebreaker” on Friday evening. This year we are experimenting by having the films from “Waterwalker Film Fes- He paddled to St Paul’s Island (4hrs) where he camped the
night and continued to Port aux Basque the next day
tival” available for viewing throughout the weekend.
(14hrs). This is a rare achievement. He has taken the
This year’s guest coach, Serge Savard, has been involved same group of 10 people on a major adventure to a differwith paddling from an early age. He is a Paddle Canada
ent exotic location each year for the past 10 years. That is
Senior Instructor Trainer, a guide and a Wilderness Sura credit to his skill and imagination.
vival Instructor. Serge has had some amazing experiences
These and other adventures will be part of his presentation
that he will be sharing with us throughout the weekend.
at this years’ retreat. In addition to being a guide and inAs chairman of the 2012 KNL Retreat sub-committee it
structor, in 2010 Serge coordinated a fundraiser for Leuwas my pleasure to interview this year’s guest coach,
kemia which raised $300,000.00. In this, he bicycled from
Serge Savard. Serge was born in Saguenay, Quebec. Dur- St. Nazaire, France to Budapest, Hungary.
ing his childhood he spent many summers on the SagueIn recent years, Serge has been more involved with the
nay River, where his family had a cabin.
Canoe & Kayak Federation of Quebec than with Paddle
He acquired the adventure bug early on. As a child he
Canada . That said, he was involved along with others like
explored the river in a rowboat. Later, he explored the rivDoug Alderson in developing the Paddle Canada Sea Kayer bottom with snorkel , then scuba gear.
ak Program. KNL is most pleased to welcome Serge SaAt 18, Serge purchased his first canoe, which enabled him vard as our guest paddler for KNL Retreat 2012.
to explore more of the river. From 19 – 25, he served in
the Canadian Forces. During this time he played hockey
and competed in “Ice Canoeing”. Serge continued with Ice
Canoeing for 3 years following his time in the Forces and
he continues to play hockey (like his namesake).
At 26, Serge returned to university to study Physical Education. Taking an “Outdoor Course”, Serge realized at
that adventure and education were his passion. At school
in Montreal, he became involved with competitive rowing

will be inclined slightly forward (toward your bow). This
diving angle is how a Greenland paddle is held for a strong
forward stroke (often called the canted stroke). Please note
that the tilt of the blade happens naturally (if your paddle
fits you) and is not forced or contrived.

A Greenland paddle doesn’t have any ribs or other features
to direct the flow of the water over the blade face. If you
hold a Greenland paddle with the blade face vertical and
apply power, you will get flutter because some of the water
sheds off the top edge and some sheds off the bottom edge.
By canting the blade, all water sheds off the top edge. Flutter is eliminated and the blade feels much more solidly
Proper extension with a Greenland paddle is done with one planted in the water. At first you might feel that this will
hand maintaining a firm grip on the shaft while pulling the cause a capsize (especially if you watch the blade instead
blade through the relaxed grip of the other hand. In practice of watching the horizon) but with a little practice, this feelit is extremely fast to do (certainly easier than trying to de- ing of instability will quickly disappear. The canted blade
scribe). Imagine that a wave is breaking on your right side angle also ensures that the long, buoyant blades bury very
and that you need to brace. With a Greenland paddle you
quickly.
would keep a secure grip with your right hand and relax
your left hand. As you lean over (to the right) into the wave Conclusion
to brace, allow the paddle to slide through your relaxed left
To decide if these paddles fit your style of kayaking, it
hand, and then grasp the paddle lightly but securely with
helps to understand what they were originally designed to
both hands as you brace. Leaning into the brace is what
do. Greenland paddles were designed for the rigors of arc“drives” the extension, it is not a separate movement that
tic hunting. This demanded a paddle that could be used daineeds to be completed beforehand.
ly for covering long distances without causing overuse injuries and could handle challenging water conditions inClaim: I need to learn an entirely new forward stroke
with a Greenland Paddle and that will mess up my tech- cluding the stormy Davis Strait. Bracing and rolling performance is excellent using extended paddle strokes. The padnique.
I disagree. There are many more similarities to using a
dle is extremely quiet in use (drip management and stealth
Greenland paddle as compared to a spoon or wing than
is important for many hunting situations and is also good
there are differences. The fundamentals are the same. A
for today’s birdwatcher and wildlife photographer). Towwing shares a lot in common with a Greenland paddle and ing performance is another design criterion, Greenland
many kayakers familiar with a wing learn a Greenland pad- hunters didn’t have room on deck to place seals that were
dle very quickly. However, there are some differences to
caught. The animals, often several linked together with a
using a Greenland paddle that you will want to learn to em- sophisticated harness, were inflated and towed from the
hunting grounds. As expected, the paddle works extremely
ploy the paddle to its full potential.
well for towing during rescues. While it is unlikely than
If you currently paddle feathered, it usually doesn’t take
many readers hunt from their kayak, many of these design
long to get the feel of paddling unfeathered. Probably the
features overlap with modern recreational pursuits and the
biggest challenge will be to unlearn your reflexive brace
Greenland paddle can be a good fit for you depending on
(feathering the blade when bracing on your left) with the
the kind of kayaking that you like to do.
unfeathered blades. Doing so can cause the blade to slice
the water ineffectually and possibly cause a capsize.
Rolls and braces are almost always done with paddle extension with a Greenland blade. A good kayaker can roll or
brace without extending the paddle but it makes the rolls
and braces much stronger and easier; this is what that narrow blade is made for!

Your grip on a Greenland paddle is different. Only your
thumbs and forefingers encircle the paddle shaft, your remaining fingers drape over the blade roots. This changes
the way that the blades are oriented. Try this – with your
wrist in a flat, neutral position, make a “circle” by touching
your thumb to your index finger. Notice that your palm is
tilted forward is this position. When you hold a Greenland
paddle as described above, the blades will take the same
forward tilt as your palms, and the top edge of the blades

Serge then lived 5 years in Gaspe, working for a canoe
outfitter on the Bonaventure River. At this time his interest in coaching began, as he came to realize the relationship between skill and safety. Also, during this time,
Serge began kayaking.
Since the mid 1990’s, he has spent most summers guiding,
coaching and living the “Outdoor Adventure” lifestyle. In
1995 Serge was given the first contract to outfit Forillon
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Claim: I won’t have time to extend the paddle for bracing in rough conditions.
I have heard this often and I believe it comes from a misunderstanding of how a Greenland paddle is extended. Coaches who were taught to never move their hands from the
“combat position” often voice this opinion.
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will depend on many factors, including your shoulder
width, arm length, height of your kayak seat, kayak width
and foredeck height. Most glass sea kayaks are wider and
deeper than a skin on frame Greenland kayak sized for the
same user. This will often require a longer paddle shaft and
slightly longer overall length to ensure that you can fully
immerse the blades. If the overall paddle length is too
short, you may feel the need to slump forward to fully immerse the blades and if the loom is too short your knuckles
may scrape the foredeck. Neither is good for comfort or a
strong stroke. Making a Greenland paddle is fun and inexpensive, allowing you to achieve a custom fit. For additional information on paddle making please see http://
www.qajaqusa.org/Equipment/paddles.html .

bon GPs are made by Superior Kayaks, Novorca and
Northern Light (3 piece).
Claim: Greenland paddles are narrow because only little pieces of wood were available in Greenland.

The shape of a GP is not the result of material limitations.
Large pieces of timber were carried down Siberian rivers
and were deposited on the shores of Greenland. This wood
was then split into usable sizes. Wide pieces of lumber
were used on both kayaks and umiaks (a large open boat)
and for umiak paddles. Greenland paddles are narrow because the blades are sized to fit comfortably in your hands.
This allows you to shift and extend the paddle, safely and
securely, as little or as much as needed. Another benefit is
Another factor affecting speed is having a good mental un- that since one hand is always grasping the actual blade, and
derstanding of how a paddle works. I encounter many stu- because the blades are not feathered, you never have any
question about how the blades are oriented. This is espedents who believe that the narrow blades are supposed to
cially useful in stormy conditions, for bracing, and when
“slip” through the water – they view that you move the
rolling.
paddle backward to make the kayak move forward. This
poor mental image often leads to a weak stroke. It’s best to At first glance a narrow GP gives up a lot of surface area as
view the paddle as an anchor, that once planted (immobile), compared to a typical spooned blade but this difference is
you use to lever yourself strongly forward. A good stroke
largely an illusion. Although the blades are narrower, the
with a Greenland paddle should feel like you have buried
blades of a Greenland paddle are much longer than a wing
the blade in concrete, just like a wing or other paddle. If
or a spoon, and the surface area is simply spread out.
you are feeling “slip” then your technique needs refinement.
Claim: Greenland paddles are all about rolling.
Another common mistake is to think that a Greenland paddle must only be used with a low, horizontal stroke. That is
too limiting. While this works, I change the paddle angle
depending on what I want to accomplish; vertical is fast but
less stable, and horizontal is stable but slower. For normal
touring I hold the paddle at about 45 degrees.

Greenland paddles do make rolling easier for many kayakers. The long narrow blades act like a glider wing when
swept underwater and produce an incredible amount of lift.
Combined with the natural buoyancy of the paddle and a
blade shape that has very little tendency to dive during a
sweep, a GP has excellent rolling (and bracing) performance. Unlike wings and spoons that react drastically difClaim: Greenland paddles are obsolete in this day of
ferent when swept with the front or back side of the blade,
high-tech carbon fiber designs.
the symmetrical blades of a Greenland paddle produce few
surprises and are easy to control underwater. The blades
Even some very knowledgeable kayakers have the belief
are much thicker than other designs, making a Greenland
that the main appeal of using a Greenland paddle is to be
something of a “historical reenactor” While the history of blade surprisingly buoyant -- if held vertically they will
the paddle is part of its appeal, most experienced Greenland often float with only a few inches of one blade underwater.
This buoyancy makes some techniques easier (rolling and
-style kayakers prefer the paddle for its performance virbracing) but requires good forward stroke technique since
tues.
you have to overcome that buoyancy to bury the blade
Greenland paddles are thoroughly modern. In many ways
quickly.
they are the original wing paddle, in a design that is good
Rolling with a Greenland paddle has inspired some padfor a large repertoire of strokes, due to their symmetric
form. In contrast a wing excels at the forward stroke but is dlers (myself included) to spend large amounts of time pernot the best choice for many blended strokes such as scull- fecting variations upon variations of rolls. I consider this a
sport within a sport. While esoteric rolls might be the most
ing and reverse sweeps.
visible aspect of the current Greenland scene (and makes a
If you prefer high tech materials, the lightest Greenland
great demonstration), it would an oversight to ignore the
paddle that I have used is the Swedish Blacklight carbon
overall performance of this design and assume they are onpaddle, at only 490g (very expensive). Other popular carly good for rolling.
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Provide general grant

Host Retreat Icebreaker
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Retreat doorprizes

Silver
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Retreat door prizes and

Support Central pool sessions

breakfast
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Retreat doorprizes
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Tony R’s Nordkapp

A narrower grip allows you to hold the paddle vertically
with much less arm and elbow lift as compared to a wider
grip. To achieve a vertical blade with a narrow grip you
only have to raise one forearm. With a wider grip you have
to raise your entire arm and elbow in a high “chickenwing” fashion. Why does this matter? While you may wish
to spend a lot of money to get the lightest carbon paddle
available, consider that you are also lifting many pounds of
muscle and bone if you use a wide grip. Less arm lift
means that you raise less weight per stroke and this adds up
significantly over many miles. My shoulders can really tell
the difference after a long day. You might worry that you
will lose power by having your hands closer together but
this isn’t an issue. The hand spacing on a well fitted Greenland paddle is still wide enough for leverage and an efficient kayak stroke emphasizes torso rotation to generate
power and not independent arm action. Of course you can
also hold a spoon or wing paddle with a narrower grip on
long distances to reduce arm lift and I recommend that you
experiment with this.

Claim: If Greenland paddles were efficient you would
see Olympic paddlers using them.
I completely agree that Greenland paddles wouldn’t be the
fastest choice for sprinting in an Olympic K1. Many of
these events are over in minutes, and to be competitive you
need to use the largest blade and stiffest shaft that you can
handle. However, you also don’t see many people touring
with the same large wings used by sprinters (mid-size and
smaller wings are usually used for touring).
Greenland paddles are growing more popular for ultramarathon events, especially long “expedition style” races
that require a fully loaded boat. These races require that
you “keep the boat moving” for hours at a time (often for
20 hours per day for multiple days).
In my (casual) tests, I am about 2 minutes faster per mile
with my wings than my GP (in my fast kayaks/surfskis).
That’s not much time difference for touring but is an eternity for racing. This is not a completely balanced test since
the seated position is higher in my “go fast” kayaks, and I
can’t fully bury the blades of my GPs.
Claim: Greenland paddles are slow for touring.
I used Greenland paddles on my 2007 circumnavigation of
Iceland and my solo circumnavigation of Newfoundland in
2008. Both of these journeys were done in record time (6065K daily average) and in challenging conditions. Part of
my purpose for doing those trips fast was to help put an end
to the misconception that Greenland paddles are inherently
“slow” or otherwise aren’t fully capable for “modern” kayak expeditions.
Greenland paddles require excellent technique to achieve
excellent results. While the paddle is very good at “telling
you” if something is wrong (you will get noise with poor
technique), you simply won’t get far, very fast if you attempt to apply brute force without regards to technique. A
Greenland paddle is akin to a nice fly-fishing rod – it takes
time and technique to make it sing.
Greenland paddles demand proper sizing for optimal performance. Many people I teach come to class with a Greenland paddle that is a poor fit. A GP requires a more precise
fit than other designs because not only must the overall
length be correct, but the loom must fit both your shoulder
dimensions and the kayaks’ width and foredeck height, and
the paddle blades must fit your hands comfortably.

Jonathan Walsh Going for It

Greenland paddles are often sized according to various
Greenland measurements that take into account your body
dimensions. A common measurement for length is a full
armspan plus a cubit (the distance from your elbow to your
extended fingertips). This is a rough guide. Paddle length
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The Greenland Paddle Revealed
In this article Greg Stamer cuts through the mystique and myth
of this widely misunderstood, ancient, yet thoroughly modern
tool.

Greenland-style paddles (GPs), with long, narrow blades,
have grown increasingly popular among sea-kayakers in
the last ten years. Despite their growth these paddles remain widely misunderstood. My purpose in writing this
article is address a number of the most common claims
and misconceptions about them, to help you decide if they
are for you.

ing you to paddle day after day with little strain.
I strongly agree. A seldom understood feature of the GP
that makes it such a great long-distance paddle is the short
loom. What isn’t obvious is that the short loom allows you
to keep your arms low, even with a high vertical stroke to
save energy. To understand this, first we need to compare
how you hold a GP as compared to a spoon or wing.

A spooned blade or wing is usually sized so that if you put
the center of the paddle shaft on your head, your elbows
make a right-angle (or slightly less) bend, while holding
the paddle shaft. In contrast you hold a GP with your
hands much closer together – just over shoulder width. A
common method to size the loom of a GP is to stand erect
To get my bias out in the open, I prefer Greenland paddles
(chest out and chin back) and allow your arms to hang natfor touring and long expedition work and I prefer to race
urally. Raise your forearms, bending only at the elbow, so
(unloaded fast kayaks/skis) with wing paddles. Although
that your forearms are horizontal to the ground and paralthere are many reasons why I prefer GPs, my speed with
lel with each other. You should have some room between
these paddles is very good and the design and technique is
your armpits and your upper torso – a rag stuffed there
kind to my shoulders and joints, enabling long hours, day
would drop freely to the ground. From this position make
after day. The unfeathered blades don’t spin or dive in
a “circle” with your thumbs and forefingers. This marks
fierce wind conditions and are very easy to control. Bracthe roots of the blades.
ing and rolling performance also inspires confidence. Paddles are very personal items, and each design has its own
unique strengths and weaknesses both of which must be
fully understood for optimum performance.

Then we moved to the pool and each of the more
experienced paddlers (Colin Hiscock, Chris Vincent,
Harvey Rice, Jim Penney, Barry Hicks, Grant Cudmore, Tammy Mills and myself) worked with the
newcomers, individually, on basic kayaking techniques. These included, entering the kayak, the wet
We held our Introduction to Sea Kayaking Clinic on exit - first without and then with skirts on the boats,
Saturday afternoon, March 17/12 from 3-5 pm at the the forward stroke, the low brace and various resGander Pool. We had a total of 17 paddlers attend
cues, including the bow rescue and the T rescue.
(10 of whom had never paddled or were near beginners). The event was a great success, with one pad- Throughout the session we emphasized the need for
dler joining KNL after the session and several others skill development and good kayak safety habits.
expressing an interest in joining.
Everyone had an opportunity to paddle around the
pool to get the feel of the boats and practice the
We welcomed everyone on behalf of KNL and gave strokes and manoeuvres demonstrated. The session
a brief overview of KNL and its Mission. Colin
ended with a rolling demo by some of the experiHiscock spoke about safety, including the imenced paddlers. All were invited to attend
portance of taking formal instruction through Paddle our regular monthly kayak pool sessions. Thanks to
Canada courses. Chris Vincent spoke about what to all the paddlers who worked with the newcomers.
look for when purchasing a kayak.
They did a great job. The new paddlers seemed to
enjoy the evening and made a good start on some
important skills.

Central Chapter: 'Introduction to
Sea Kayaking Clinic' in the
Gander Pool by George Burke

Claim: Greenland Paddles are not suitable for whitewater.
I agree. A GP can only develop full power if you can fully
bury the long blades. This makes them problematic in
moving water around shallow rocks and other obstructions. In foamy (white) water, a larger blade also makes
sense, and a shorter blade is easier to manage around
rocks. However, a GP works fine in fast, deep, nonaerated water (for example in tidal races). In shallow, non
-aerated conditions you can bury the narrow blades by
holding the paddle horizontally and optionally using a
sliding stroke.
Claim: Greenland Paddles are not suitable for kayak
surfing.
While I might choose a different paddle type for competition kayak surfing, a Greenland paddle has more than
enough power for playing in surf. Keep in mind that some
excellent surfers use hand paddles – so if you are skilled in
surf, and know where to position your boat in the surf
zone, you don’t need a monster sprint paddle. Having said
that, surf zones can vary widely so defer to local
knowledge on equipment when in doubt.
Claim: Greenland paddles are easy on the body allow-
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EDITOR’S NOTES

Hats off to our sponsors … see page
7 ... who play so valuable a role.
Hats off to the KNL executive, for
toiling diligently to make this club
work so well for all of us.
Hats off to the organizers of the
annual retreat, the premier event for
kayaking in this province.
Hats off to our special guest paddler, the versatile and accomplished
Serge Savard.
Hats off to Greg Stamer, a superb
paddler, a master of the Greenland
style and a great friend of kayaking
in Newfoundland.

This newsletter has been prepared, printed
and distributed in partnership with

Hats off to Doug Alderson, a wise
and capable instructor, and an exceptional author, also a friend to
kayaking in our province.
Hats off to Tony Roestenberg and
members of the St. Phillips group
for getting out and just doing it.
Hats off to the Central Chapter for
reaching out, sharing and encouraging new paddlers.
Hats off to all the members of KNL,
a great group of people, who have
fun together on the water.
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